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This direct, easy-to-read book provides comprehensive coverage of industrial electronic topics,
exploring the many processes used in the production of all goods and services. It contains abundant
worked example solutions, problems tied to actual industrial electronic examples, and
troubleshooting techniques. Coverage of a broad range of industrial electronics topics includes all
the traditional areas plus complete coverage of safety, troubleshooting, motors, PLCs, robots,
process control, controllers and industrial networks. For technology learners to better
understandthe operation of the electronics used in industry.
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Excellent book for the technician. The authors actually explain what a device does instead of the
usual "...the majority carriers can be found..." gobbledygook most EE texts are filled with. Some
folks are only interested in learning what a device does and how to implement it, not necessarily
build one from scratch. A very good survey of technical devices and applications suitable for a
freshman/sophmore course.

The book is poorly constructed. Pages fall out easily. Plenty of examples. Ideas and concepts
explained in detail. Some problems were explained in the examples, some aren't so you'll have to
do research outside the book to get some answers. Assumes that you have some previous
knowledge/background in electronics so the reading is at an intermediate level. The writing is very

technical and it is easy to get confused and bored. I feel that the way it was written is a little too
technical and the information was very dry. It was definitely not explained in a manner that makes
concepts easy to understand which made reading a chapter a tiresome process. Not very fun to
read but I did learn a lot from it.

pages would fall out of book while reading through chapters. poorly made book. I would sell it back
but it's not in great shape

Was very impressed with book and time it took to get to me. Well done keep the good work going.

this book looks like it has never been used...its in perfect condition and it got here in a timely
manner...
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